We study the generation of dark-pulse solitons in nonlinear-optical fibers in the normal dispersion regime. We demonstrate that dark solitons may be created as pairs by an arbitrary dark pulse without a threshold and obtain the parameters of the generated solitons. The cases of soliton creation by a boxlike dark pulse and a random Gaussian pulse are also described.
The propagation of short optical pulses in single-mode optical fibers is described by the nonlinear Schr6ding-er (NLS) equation. 1 2 In an appropriate system of normalized coordinates the NLS equation is i-U + a where u is the normalized envelope of an electric field, x is the distance along a fiber, and t is the Galilean time. The solutions of Eq. (1) divide into two regimes depending on the sign of a (a = ±1), i.e., the relative sign of the fiber's group-velocity dispersion (GVD) and the nonlinear Kerr coefficient (IuI2). For anomalous GVF (a = +1), Zakharov and Shabat 3 showed that Eq. (1) possesses bright soliton solutions. In this case the appropriate boundary conditions to Eq. (1) are lul -0 at t -±a. For anomalous GVD it is possible to have experimentally optical soliton propagation without distortion. 4 For normal GVD (a =-1) there are no bright solitons; instead, the pulses undergo enhanced broadening and chirping (see, e.g., Ref.
5).
Coherent optical systems use a modulated continuous beam and detect the modulation by mixing with a local oscillator at the receiver. In this case the boundary conditions become lul -const. at t -+-. At a = +1 a monochromatic plane wave, lul =const., is unstable in the formation of sidebands (the so-called Benjamin-Feir instability), and, as a result, solutions with Iul -const. at t -A are also unstable. However, at a =-1 the solution with lul = const. is stable, and, as a result, Eq. (1) has dark-soliton solutions, i.e., localized nonlinear excitations of the stable uniform state. 6 Recently, Krokel et al.7 observed experimentally the formation of dark-pulse solitons on a long bright pulse with a rapid intensity dip (dark pulse). Because the sign of the self-phase modulation for the dark pulses is reversed, it becomes possible to balance GVD to allow the dark-pulse propagation without a distortion. Krokel et al.7 observed two 0.6-psec dark pulses generated by a single 0.3-psec input dark pulse that was produced on the much-longer-duration (100-psec) bright pulse. Recently, other researchers have also reported observations of dark solitons. 8 , 9 This Letter aims to consider the generation of dark solitons in optical fibers. This problem is important for an explanation of some results by Krokel et al. and also for the potential use of dark solitions in optical communication systems.
As is well known, the process of generation of bright optical solitons is threshold. 4 Namely, bright solitons are created from a localized pulse if the area under its envelope is more than the threshold value 7r/2 (see Ref. In this Letter we demonstrate that, unlike as in condition (2) for bright solitons, creation of dark optical solitons takes place without a threshold. We calculate the parameters of the solitons generated by an arbitrary small dark pulse and also consider other important cases of a boxlike or a random Gaussian initial pulse.
Let us consider the NLS Eq.
(1) at a = -1 with the boundary conditions u| -uo = const.,
For the boundary conditions (3), generation of dark solitons by a small intensity hole (produced by a driving pulse at the edge of a fiber similar to the experiments by Krokel et al.7) may be described by the initial condition at x = 0:
where ui(t) is a localized function, lul -0 for t -Am, and uo and an initial phase shift a are real constant parameters. In experiments by Krokel et al. 7 short dark pulses (T = 0.3 psec) were produced on the muchlonger-duration (To = 100-psec) bright pulse, so that, precisely speaking, the condition Jul -const. would not hold. However, under the condition r << To we may consider analytically the problem of soliton generation with the simpler boundary conditions, because the long (but finite) duration of a cw background will change the subsequent soliton evolution only. 11-' 3 According to the inverse-scattering transform for the NLS Eq. (1), to find which type of initial function generates solitons one has to investigate the eigenvalue Zakharov-Shabat problem 3 , 6 :
where t. is an arbitrary large value (t» >> T, but t* << 1/ uo.J). From Eq. (6b) it follows that for t -t., ul = 0 and 4-. = -i/2uo a/at4)+. Using the asymptotic solutions (7) one can obtain the relations (assuming that a
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. As was shown by Zakharov 
First, we study the soliton creation by an arbitrary small driving pulse lul << uo. In this case the condition for the soliton generation and parameters of generated solitons may be obtained in a general form. After the substitution T 2 -4J 2 e-ia we obtain the same eigenproblem [relations (5)] with an initial potential u(t, 0) = uo-eeiau1(t). It is also convenient to rewrite the eigenvalue problem for the linear combinations (b-= PI, -X2 and 4'+ = TI + T2:
where
a(t) + ib(t) Re[ul(t)ei"] + i Im[ul(t)e-'-] = ul(t)e-i.
For the small-intensity initial pulse ul(t) it is natural (see Ref. 6 ) to present the eigenvalues of the discrete spectrum as X1,2 = uo(1 -5), where 5 is a positive parameter. For 6 < 0 the eigenvalues of the discrete spectrum are absent. Then, the solutions of the Eqs. 
II)_(t = +iV72b+(0), b-(-t ,)
= -i 5/2b+(0). (11) After substituting Eqs. (11) into Eq. (10), we obtain (in the lowest order in 5) the equation
The same result [Eq. (12)] may be obtained for another discrete eigenvalue X 2 = -uo (1 -5) . Therefore the small arbitrary pulse ul(t) always generates two eigenvalues of the discrete spectrum, (14) As follows from the inverse-scattering transform, 6 the eigenvalues (13) correspond to a pair of dark solitons with equal amplitudes u 0 A and opposite velocities +2XO. Therefore for A > 0 the dark-pulse solitons may be created without a threshold, i.e., by an infinitely small driving pulse. This analytical result explains some experimental observations by Krokel et al., 7 who, in particular, did not note any threshold power for dark-soliton generation.
It is interesting to note that our result [Eq. (13) and relation (14) ] for the eigenproblems (5) has an analogy with the famous Peierls problem in quantum mechanics: a one-dimensional well always contains a discrete level of energy.' 4 To study the soliton generation in more general cases we consider another input pulse that is interesting from a mathematical point of view and may be considered analytically, i.e., the case of a boxlike dark pulse, (8) 
with T being the characteristic duration of the pulse ul(t), we may obtain S by means of the perturbative approach.
According to condition (8), for Itd < T, from Eq. (6a) we have where ul is a complex constant, lull < uo. The solution of eigenproblems (5) It is also interesting to consider the generation of dark solitons by a random driving pulse that may be described by the random function /3(t) Re[ul(t)e-i], so that (/3(t)) = 0, where the angle brackets denote averaging over all realizations of A(t). According to Eq. (13) and relation (14) , in the case of a small-intensity pulses the soliton generation is defined by the sign of the random value 4 = f/,,3 (t)dt. The probability density P(Q) of the random numbers 4 may be easily obtained in the case of the Gaussian function /(t), i. The probability density [Eq. (17)] describes all statistical characteristics of the soliton generation by the small-intensity random Gaussian pulse. For example, the probability P,, to find 4 in the region /3o/n < 4 < #on with an arbitrary n is
where erf x = -et
